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View from the Tree Tops  

From the first day in 2002 when detection of emerald ash borer, 

Agrilus planipennis, (EAB) in the US was announced, we in Burlington 

began to plan for it. We knew their attack on our ash was inevitable 

because it’s a small beetle that escapes detection, can fly long dis-

tances (up to 10 miles if there are no ash around), and tolerates our 

cold winter temperatures. We immediately stopped growing ash trees 

in our nursery and the Parks Dept. discontinued planting them. Still, 

there are over 12,000 ash around Burlington, 9.5% of our urban for-

est. I figured the demise of Burlington’s ash trees was just a matter of 

time and there was nothing much we could DO to save them. So did 

city arborist V.J. Comai. He started interplanting maples between ex-

isting ash trees in the greenbelts (see Jan. 2021 newsletter) so when 

infested ashes were removed, other trees would already be estab-

lished in their place. EAB has not been officially detected in Burling-

ton, but it was found in Colchester, around Costco. That is too close 

for comfort, and just because it hasn’t been found here doesn’t mean 

it isn’t here. I bet it is.  

Then I talked to a neighbor. He has an ash from our BOB! nursery 

planted in the greenbelt in front of his house over 20 years ago. He 

loves it, and asked if he could pay to treat it. The City can’t afford to 

protect all the ash growing along our streets or in the parks. How-

ever, they do allow homeowners in some situations to do so. So, 2 

years ago my neighbor had the tree treated, and repeated it this year.   

It got me thinking… We invest hundreds of thousands of dollars to 

keep our sick or aging loved ones alive, even if it is only so we enjoy 

their company for few more years. I have come to view protecting 

some of our great old ash trees the same way. The members of BOB! 

discussed the issue and decided to invest $2,000 this year to protect a 

few prominent healthy ash trees on public property in Burlington. 

How many will depend on the size of the trees. V.J. is selecting the 

trees now. Experts have deemed injection treatments to be environ-

mentally safe and their effect lasts 2 years. Ash tree flowers lack nec-

tar so pollinators will not be impacted. In 2023 we will consider if it 

is still worth the investment, but for now a few grand ashes will be 

protected. We recognize that this may not save them forever, but it 

will give us all a few more years to cherish them. 

Margaret Skinner, President 

  

 
Learn more about EAB at: https://www.vtinva-

sives.org/land/emerald-ash-borer-vermont 

Want to get involved with BOB! ? 

Our next meeting is at the Burlington Com-
munity Tree Nursery on August 10, 5:30-7:30 
pm. Contact Margaret Skinner at mskin-
ner@uvm.edu for details. FREE Pizza! 

BOB! Community Tree Nursery, July 14, 2021 

The nursery looks great! While the drought slowed 
weed growth, the recent rain brought them alive. 
Thanks to the sweat equity of 16 volunteers who 
spruced up the nursery in July, the weeds were brought 
back under control. Hope to see some of you in Au-
gust for our tree care session.  

Special thanks to Mike Couture for his dedicated 
efforts with mowing between the rows. 

Most adults of Lymantria dispar dispar (once known 
as gypsy moth) have emerged and laid eggs. They 
only have ONE generation a year and won’t defoli-
ate again in 2021. You have 10 months to remove 
their egg masses. Scrape them off tree trunks and 
under rocks and fallen logs into a container of 
soapy water. This won’t eliminate defoliation next 
year, but will protect your favorite young and sus-
ceptible trees. To avoid potential allergic reactions, 
wear gloves, a mask and long sleeves.  

https://branchoutburlington.org/
https://www.facebook.com/Branch-Out-Burlington-114892851925342/
https://twitter.com/BTVTrees
https://www.instagram.com/branchoutburlington/
https://www.vtinvasives.org/land/emerald-ash-borer-vermont
https://www.vtinvasives.org/land/emerald-ash-borer-vermont


  

Where Is He Now? 
 

Margaret Skinner, BOB! 
 
Back in May 2008, George W. Bush was president and Bob Kiss was Burlington’s mayor. Climate change or global warming 
was far from the minds of most people. Jensen Daly was preparing for his 6th birthday party. He told his parents he wanted 
his birthday theme to be something about nature because he loved being outside. Instead of presents he wanted a tree. His 
parents asked, “Are you sure you wouldn’t prefer a new box of Legos or something fun like that?” He insisted it was a tree 
that he wanted. His mother, Signe, knew about BOB! and found out that they are always looking for people to help with plant-
ing and caring for trees along Burlington’s streets. His friends all wanted to help Jensen plant a tree in his neighborhood, and 
at his birthday party, they gave their donations (all coins) to get him a tree for his street. It added up to a few dollars. He ad-
mitted that probably his parents paid most of the cost of the tree through the BOB! Give-A-Tree program. Jensen’s commit-
ment to trees warmed everyone’s heart and he became Burlington’s youngest Tree Keeper. He also got a Youth Tree Steward 
Award from the VT Urban and Community Forestry Program. He had to go to Montpelier to receive the award from Gover-
nor Douglas. I asked him if it was cool to win the award. He said, “Actually, that was the worst part, ‘cause I had to get all 
dressed up and meet a whole bunch of strangers.” He was a bit shy back then and hobnobbing with some of Vermont’s elite 
was a bit intimidating.  

Jensen Daly, then (2008) and Now (2021) 

beside his tree. 

Jensen, all dressed up, with Margaret 

Skinner after winning his state tree 

steward award. 

 

We found him back in Burlington after a year at New Hampton School and thought it was time to find out what he’s up to 
now. This spring after his 19th birthday, he learned he was accepted into Northeastern University. As you can see, he has 
grown a bit since 2008, and so has his tree, an Acer x freemanii. It would be nice to think that he has lavished lots of love on his 
tree every year, but he admitted some years he kind of forgot about it. Then a year or two ago he was driving down Willard St. 
and couldn’t find it. He went to his mother and told her “My tree’s GONE!”. She assured him it was still there and pointed it 
out to him. He couldn’t believe how much bigger it was. He didn’t recognize it. I would like to say that this tree changed his 
life, and because of it he is a champion conservationist, but it’s too early to say. Jensen isn’t sure what he will study in college. 
He wants to keep his options open, but he said it will probably have something to do with engineering or mathematics, (as 
long as he can pass calculus).  One thing is certain, he helped to make Willard Street a more beautiful tree-lined street, and 
hopefully the tree will continue to thrive, even as its caretaker, Jensen, spreads his wings to discover new places.   

 

Seasonal Beauty 

by Grace Waryas, 16  
Bellows Falls, VT 
 

Embroidery bracelet of tree in 
four seasons. 
 

Copper Beech Winner  

This was a winner from our artistic contest in co-
operation with the Young Writers Project. Find all 
winners at: https://branchoutburlington.org/pro-
grams/a-celebration-of-trees/  

https://branchoutburlington.org/programs/a-celebration-of-trees/
https://branchoutburlington.org/programs/a-celebration-of-trees/


 

  

Migrating Sycamores 
 

by Declan McCabe  

Professor of Biology, St. Michaels College 

In spring 2019, volunteers from the Saint Michael's Col-
lege “Day of Service” assembled in the college’s Natural 
Area. Their task was to plant trees, not just any trees. 
These trees had both an interesting back story, and 
would be important parts of the Natural Area’s future 
tree community. 
 

Planting trees is always a leap of faith. Your action liter-
ally propagates into the future and the impact you will 
have is long term, and on people and other organisms 
not yet born. The trees we planted in 2019 were unique 
in that their future impact was considered and then or-
chestrated. 
 

We could have planted any number of species, but we 
specifically planted American sycamore, Platanus occiden-
talis.  Looking at observations of this species in iNatural-
ist (https://www.inaturalist.org/) you can see they are 
common in Maryland, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and places 
south of Vermont. They are still easy to find as we move 
into the New York metropolitan area through to Con-
necticut and Massachusetts. But densities start to peter 
out in southern Vermont, and by the time we reach 
Chittenden County, we find just 19 records (compared 
with 283 sugar maples or 537 white pines). 
 

In short, we are at the edge of the natural range of 
American sycamore. You may wonder why we would 
risk investing time and resources in planting a tree at the 
edge of its range? Or are we encouraging planting “ex-
otic” species and risking an invasion? Why not choose a 
reliable sugar maple that thrives here and over 300 miles 
to our north? The answer is: the risk was carefully calcu-
lated and accounted for two important factors. 
 

First, we considered our changing climate.  In 2011, 
Alan Betts of Atmospheric Research in Pittsford VT, 
predicted that by midcentury Vermont’s summers would 
feel more like Ohio’s, but only if we reduce global car-
bon emissions. Absent emissions reductions it could 
start to feel like northwestern Georgia. In either sce-
nario, the climate will be compatible with American syc-
amores that by midcentury will be barely entering the 
tween years of their 250-year life span.  
 

Proactive planting of trees at, or even beyond, the north-
ern edge of their distribution is called “assisted migra-
tion”.  Birds, insects, and mammals can more rapidly 
shift north compared to trees that may require multiple 
generations of growth, maturation, and seed production 
to make the trip.  Given Betts’ predictions, it is probably 
time to plant pecans around here and we recently 
planted our second tulip poplar. 
 
 
 

The second consideration in planting our sycamores came 
down to the source of the trees.  They were donated to Saint 
Michael's College by BOB!  The trees all come from cuttings 
taken from well-established sycamores that have weathered 
decades of Vermont winters.  These trees of northern stock 
are more likely to be locally adapted to our conditions than 
trees from an out-of-state nursery. Planting these fast-grow-
ing trees in a well-fertilized former corn field and adding 
plastic tree tubes virtually assured their success. Two years 
on, the trees that started between knee and waist high, are 
now 12 to 14-ft tall saplings. And when the insects, birds and 
mammals that depend on sycamores disperse from the 
south, the Saint Michael's College Natural Area will be ready 
for them.  My next question is this: What other species 
should we plant to welcome north traveling animals? 
Regardless of the answer, the Saint Michael's College com-
munity is grateful to BOB! for their generous donation of 
sycamores and three larger saplings that grace our main cam-
pus. We intend to repay the favor by recruiting students to 
mulch and tube trees in the BOB! nursery. 
 

Stay Tuned…next month 

we will share our unortho-

dox sycamore propagation 

method that works! 

Sycamore planting at St. Michael’s College, then (above) 
and now.(below). 

https://www.inaturalist.org/


  

Profiles of Courage & Beauty  

Maggie Citarella prepared descriptions of a couple of tree species we grow in our community tree 
nursery that will be transplanted out on our streets in the coming years. 

 

Scientific name: Betula nigra ‘BNMTF’ Dura-Heat™ 

The Dura-Heat™ river birch is a fast-growing, small- to medium 

sized, deciduous tree. River birch is native to floodplains, swampy 

bottomlands, and along streams in eastern North America. It is 

easily grown in medium to wet soils in full sun to part shade. The 

cultivar, or cultivated variety, Dura-Heat™ is a slightly smaller 

single trunk or multi-stemmed tree that reaches to 30-40 ft tall 

and 25-35 ft wide. The brown-green flowers bloom in spring. 

Compared to other cultivars of river birch, Dura-Heat™ has a 

creamy white bark, better tolerance to heat, better resistance to 

insects and disease, and superior foliage. Leathery, diamond-

shaped leaves are smaller, thicker, closer together on twigs, and 

more likely to remain on the tree in the fall. Conical in shape, this 

hardy tree lives for 30-40 years in urban settings but may live 

longer with adequate water supply. These trees are important 

hosts for butterfly larvae, and their seeds attract birds such as 

goldfinches. Dura-Heat™ is tolerant of deer, clay, and air pollu-

tion. Great tree for lawns, parks, residential areas, rain gardens, 

and wet soils. This tree grows in plant hardiness zones 4-9. 

River Birch – Dura-Heat™ 

Additional Information: 
 

• https://selectree.calpoly.edu/tree-detail/1587  

• https://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/Pages/betnig/betnig.shtml 

• https://www.missouribotanicalgarden.org/PlantFinder/PlantFinderDetails.aspx?kempercode=c585 

Give a Lasting Memory 
 

Want to honor a loved one for their contributions, or leave a living legacy in memory of a friend or family member? 
Instead of flowers, give a tree through our Give-A-Tree program? For $130 you can contribute to planting of a tree in Bur-
lington, to make it a greener city. The donation is used to purchase and care for a tree in our community tree nursery. The tree is 

planted in its final home along a Burlington street or in one of our parks. To learn more, go to: Give-a-Tree Program - Branch 
Out Burlington! or contact Margaret Skinner, mskinner@uvm.edu; 802-656-5440. 

 

https://selectree.calpoly.edu/tree-detail/1587
https://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/woody/Pages/betnig/betnig.shtml
https://www.missouribotanicalgarden.org/PlantFinder/PlantFinderDetails.aspx?kempercode=c585
https://branchoutburlington.org/programs/give-a-tree-program/
https://branchoutburlington.org/programs/give-a-tree-program/
mailto:mskinner@uvm.edu


 

  

You can still get treegators to water your trees, mugs to drink 
in style or a hat to keep your head cool (good for all ages). 
 

Order at: https://branchoutburlington.org/donate/merchandise/  
 

All funds support our tree planting in Burlington and beyond and 
trees for VT non-profits.   

 

Do you know a school or public space that needs a tree  
to make their space more beautiful? 

 

Every year, BOB! gives away trees to local schools, towns and non-profits with space for one. 

To apply, go to: https://branchoutburlington.org/programs/get-a-tree-program/  

Scientific name: Corylus colurna 

Turkish filbert is also known as Turkish hazel or Turkish hazelnut. This tree is 

a member of the birch family (i.e., Betualaceae) and originates from southeast-

ern Europe to western Asia. It is a medium to large, slow-growing, deciduous 

tree. This beautiful pyramidal tree has low, horizontal branching and typically 

grows 40-50 ft tall (up to 80 ft less frequently) by 30-50 ft wide. In early spring, 

yellow flowers bloom. The leaves are bright green, semi-glossy, and double-

toothed and have hair on the veins beneath. In fall, nuts appear and are popular 

with wildlife. Tolerant of urban conditions, Turkish filbert is recommended as a 

lawn, shade, or street tree. This tree grows in plant hardiness zones 4-7. 

 

Turkish Filbert 

Additional Information: 

• https://www.missouribotanicalgarden.org/PlantFinder/PlantFinderDetails.aspx?kempercode=b997   

• https://www.chicagobotanic.org/plantinfo/tree_alternatives/turkish_hazelnut    

• https://landscapeplants.oregonstate.edu/plants/corylus-colurna    

https://branchoutburlington.org/donate/merchandise/
https://branchoutburlington.org/programs/get-a-tree-program/
https://www.missouribotanicalgarden.org/PlantFinder/PlantFinderDetails.aspx?kempercode=b997
https://www.chicagobotanic.org/plantinfo/tree_alternatives/turkish_hazelnut
https://landscapeplants.oregonstate.edu/plants/corylus-colurna


      

The BOB! Mission: We are a group of volunteers who help plant and care for Burlington’s trees. Our goal is to promote a city graced with 

a variety of beautiful, healthy trees, and a citizenry involved with forever expanding and preserving our urban forest. 

Produced by:  The Volunteers of Branch Out Burlington!  
with support from our friends in the Burlington Dept. of Parks, Recreation & Waterfront 

Copyright © 2021 Branch Out Burlington! 

The Pest Management Corner  

Margaret Skinner, UVM Extension Entomologist 

A few species of eriophyid mites are economically significant, but most 

that occur on our hardwood trees do not seriously injure the tree and 

are merely a cosmetic issue. Though some gardeners find the galls un-

sightly, because they don’t hurt the tree, treatment to control them is 

rarely worthwhile or recommended. In addition, because the mites are 

protected within the gall, a pesticide treatment is not particularly effec-

tive unless it is a systemic, or is applied before the galls form early in the 

spring. Therefore, the best strategy is to marvel at the amazing variety 

of forms and colors these tiny organisms create.   

These Bugs really Gall me!  

People commonly ask me about odd growths they find on the leaves 

of their trees. They assume it is a disease and want to know how to 

treat it. Some of these growths are galls that form as a result of feed-

ing by minute arthropods called eriophyid mites (1/100 of an inch 

long) (superfamily Eriophyoidea). Back in 1990 I had the good for-

tune to meet Edward W. Baker, an eccentric USDA entomologist. He 

specialized in plant galls caused by these mites. At the time I thought 

it strange that someone would spend their life studying such an ob-

scure subject, but over the years I have revised my opinion. Who 

would have guessed that there are around 3,600 different species, or 

that in many cases they are quite host-specific. Other insects, includ-

ing wasps and midges also cause galls to form on leaves or stems, but 

here I will focus on eriophyid mites because they are common this 

time of year.  

Eriophyid mites look a bit like tiny soft-bodied armadillos. They have pierc-

ing-sucking mouthparts, with which they suck sap. Adults become active in 

the early spring, and inject growth regulating chemicals into the plant during 

feeding. These chemicals induce the plant to form galls which provide an 

ideal place to escape predators, inclement weather or for that matter contact 

insecticides. They also get nutrients from the inner tissues of the gall. The 

amazing thing is that each mite species has a characteristic gall shape. Be-

cause these mites are so small, identification is usually made based on the 

gall rather than the taxonomy of the mite itself. 

Velvet (pouch) gall on boxelder leaf, (upper and underside, L & C) and closeup of 

the gall (mite circled) (R). caused by Eriophyes negundi. Photo credit:  L. Jesse. 

Spindle galls: Eriophyes tilae tilae on basswood; Va-
sates aceriscrumena on sugar maple.  

Eriophyid mite: electron micrograph (L); within plant 

hairs (R). 

Erineum velvet galls: on sugar maple leaves: 
Eriophyes elongatus, (on upper surface) and E. 
modestus (on underside) (Photo J. Boggs).  

  

Bladder galls: Vasates quadripedes on maple. 


